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Lessons on understanding the illuminations of Endless Light as it manifests in the Creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

✓ Nothing we discuss from this study has to do with physicality 
✓ The study of Kabbalah has two forms: the study of the language (the branches) by memory and to 

study to understand. 
✓ In this study, you are not only learning the language, but you are changing spiritually and cleansing 

yourself of the negativity. 
✓ The concept of time in spirituality means how many things were in motion. We can only experience 

time if there is motion, even in physicality. Yet, in spirituality there is system of measurement so there 
is no space, no motion, and no time. 

✓ You need a system: to reveal your light. Look into your light and understand, what is it about you that 
can reveal the good that you already have within. You cannot add anything to your life, rather you can 
discover what you already possess. 

✓ Tim in spirituality means how many times, the changing of forms, occurs. 
 

Remembering the order, we discuss the Creator, essence of the Creator, the endless, the light of the 
endless, and the name of G-d, you are familiar with.  
 
To show you how amazing this study is I want to explain to you that Rav Ashlag took the Ari’s writings that 
were scattered and put them together, so people could learn and understand Kabbalah. It says, “The upper 
light was fulfilling everything, and you could add nothing. Everything was perfect.” This raises the question, 
was this during the endless? 
 

 
The Hebrew word tzimtzum means contraction. The spiritual light is bright, so we need a tzimtzum so 
something can exist. If there is no tzimtzum then everything would just be light. Every physical thing you 
see is a different form of contractions, meaning whatever you look at, it is how much light was contracted 
to reveal whatever it is. When something reveals itself there is no longer spiritual light within that place.  
 
This might be confusing since we think when you turn on the light you see everything, but in spirituality, 
when you turn on the physical light there is no spiritual light. It writes that a tzimtzum is when we create a 
lack. For example, if you live in a cold area, when it snows you can never find your car because the snow 
makes every car looks the same. When everything is fulfilled there is no difference between anything. 
Something can only be different if there is a lack. If it is fulfilled, you will not be able to see the difference.  
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Therefore, if a person is concerned with what they lack and another is happy with what they have, this does 
not mean that the latter is better. It could simply mean that he or she has a smaller desire than the person 
focused on what they lack. Since the first person has a big desire, he might be able to make a difference in 
the world.  Good people are never able to make a change in the world, but if you take a wicked person and 
help them change, they will be able to make a change in the world.  
 
The only thing that makes a human unique is their desire. In the endless, there was no lack, only 
afterward.  
 
It's very important to understand that the tzimtzum gives you the opportunity to improve yourself, you 
can't improve yourself in a perfect life. If you are going through financial issues, or your relationship is not 
working, you have a chance to fix it because the light is there even if you are in a bubble of darkness. You 
have the chance to turn on the spiritual light because it is only useful in the darkness.  
 
The tzimtzum allows room for creation because there is only room for creation when there is no light, light 
meaning the entire fulfillment of the Creator. There is only room for light during bad times, in darkness. You 
are not able to create something if everything is perfect. You will no longer be able to create or add to your 
life.  G-d creates everything and only then do you desire something. The fulfillment comes before the 
desire. Once you accomplish something desired, then continue to do another project because if you don't 
the original project you won't desire it anymore and it will fail. Usually, when you want to do something, you 
are so fulfilled by the idea that you start the project instead of finishing it and continuing with another 
project. Most people are happier when they create what they have than when they receive what they want. 
Miracles only happen if you continuously keep a desire.  
 
Tzimtzum makes the light not able to be found, but it still exists. NOTHING ever disappears, everything 
constantly exists. There is darkness, so you can create something out of it.  
 
Rav Ashlag writes the tzimtzum creates a lack and it adds a place for fixing.  
 
One of my methods for my children is to make a problem so they have an opportunity to fix it. And Rav 
Ashlag continues “Empty air, don't get mistaken that we are talking about physical oxygen, but a type of 
light that we call empty air.” From this, there are two aspects of light in every complete system, one is light 
of wisdom and the other is light of mercy, we only experience it as two types of light, but all the light is the 
same. Light of wisdom is the essence of the light. The light of mercy is the clothing of the light of wisdom 
like a copper wire that brings electricity. The copper is the clothing for something that is already there. The 
light of mercy reveals the light of wisdom, which is the main thing even though without the wire it is not 
revealed.  When a person does an act of kindness it is from the light of mercy, it reveals something that is 
already present within them, light of wisdom.  Most people want a reward whenever they do something 
kind, but when you do something kind instead the action reveals what is already there.  
 
The essence of everything is light of wisdom. Our souls are light of wisdom, but our body is light of mercy. 
Everything that needs to be revealed needs to be concealed. When you reveal yourself to the outside 
world, you need to cover yourself. If you want to reveal a tree, you need to “hide” the seed. The Talmud 
explains that, “the word you will say is more important when you don't say it.”  The wisdom of a human 
being can be told by his silence.  
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Fulfillment needs to come from within. Rav Ashlag writes, “The light of wisdom, a light directly from the 
Creator, can’t be revealed without the light of mercy, which is a weaker light from the Creator. Empty air is 
a code for the light of mercy.” The copper without the electricity is considered empty air because it reveals 
nothing. In the endless, everything was fulfilled and perfect so there was no empty air. The Ari is trying to 
tell us that there was no such thing as the light of mercy without the light of wisdom in the endless.  
 
It is important for you to understand this because when your soul leaves your body, it will not be confused 
on where to go because it is going to a place set up exactly like what we are studying. The Ari writes, “There 
was no empty space in the endless”, and Rav Ashlag comments “Before we understand this, we need to 
understand what a spiritual vessel is.”  
 

 
The emanated receives the light from the emanator and whenever this happens it confirms that the 
emanated has a desire for what the emanator wants to give. The amount of desire that the spiritual vessel 
has this is what defines that vessel. Whatever exists within the emanated besides the desire is not the 
emanated. The only way to define yourself is by understanding what you want and how much you really 
want it. The reason everyone looks different is because we all have a different level of desire.  
 
It's better to get disappointed with things that you want than settle for things you don't want. We need to 
have a desire but at the same time, have the ability to say no to it. We call emanator, the fulfillment and the 
emanated, the desire for that fulfillment. Our soul is a part of the emanator, and the body is part of the 
emanated.  
 
The virus that is currently happening is that our body starts to desire things not because our soul wants to 
give it. There are two types of desires, one is that you want because it is given to me, and the other is 
because I want it (the virus). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


